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Supplementary Exercises (For DNA 5 Clearing session)
These are not DNA-targeted, although they support 'living' from the new DNA potential. The first 
exercise uses a sigil to release all contracts and alliances that no longer hold in the new reality.  
Repeat it several times for enhanced effectiveness. You may want to meditate with it daily for at 
least a week, and you can repeat it periodically as you feel drawn to it. Sigils are portals to power of 
Infinite Intent, and should be used with reverence, as one would use a sacred object.  They are 
gifted to us at this time in evolution to support acceleration to the new reality. 

The second comes with an audio of encoded trigger statements, to clear and activate the chakras, 
brain and spine.  Support to evolve the new chakras and clear old programs from the brain, nervous 
system, and spinal column will be further supported by breathing and yoga processes that will be 
released in future. The spinal column and pranic tube have been separated in man, and it is time 
that these merge in order to evolve the higher chakras of godhood. In this audio is begun the 
process, and more comprehensive processes will be presented to support full restoration. Repeat this 
audio weekly for awhile, as the activations will deepen change in you.
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Undoing all Unholy Alliances and Contracts 
“Cheverech Huvasvi Aranas Hustavi”

Let All Unholy Alliances Be Undone

From Almine comes the sigil to release yourself from all previously binding spiritual contracts. 
These are contracts that we have ‘signed’ throughout the aeons of lifetimes in the fallen realm; 
contracts with other beings (“I won’t leave without you”) and contracts with identities (“I am a  
certain god”, “I am part of a certain mission”), that result in self-sabotaging or confused behaviour 
in the present – these prevent us from moving on the path of freedom and complete surrender, 
into a completely new reality. 

You hold yourself to parts of past dreams that no longer apply now through maintaining these 
contracts. The entire creation has changed so dramatically and the future is largely undreamt, that 
contracts from the old reality no longer make sense. Identities are binding and do not allow you to 
live fully in the present—fully expressing all aspects of your divinity. To dissolve these contracts, 
run your hand over the sigil from left to right, or just look at it, and declare distinctly:

“Let all unholy alliances be undone, from me towards others, from others  
towards me, or in any other form.”

“Cheverech Huvasvi Aranas Hustavi.”  

You may meditate on it and allow things to stir within...always deepening in your desire and 
commitment to releasing all that binds you in order that you may express the full potential of being 
that is opening up at present. You can also take it more 'locally' to your present life, and release all 
unspoken contracts that you feel bound by in all your relationships, which hinder freedom and 
highest pathways to be embarked upon and synergies to be realized in partnerships. 
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As a general process, place your left hand over the sigil while in meditation in order to have it work 
in you. Placing your right hand over a sigil helps you to interpret it.  As with most power objects, 
you can place it in a healing space, restructure water with it, place a crystal over it, etc. You may 
also place it under your mattress and intend to integrate its power in your sleep. 
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Reclaiming Mastery of Self ~ Awakening Higher Chakras to godhood
The activations in this audio work on the chakras of the astral body, and the etheric level of the 
endocrine,  brain, spine, etc., supporting the body to evolve what exists at least in rudimentary 
form, and supporting it to express ever higher strand capacity of the new DNA.  In recent months, 
the DNA has expanded from 300 to 441 strand capacity—DNA is an evolving structure and we 
express from higher capacity as we release density and live in the fluidic state of formless form.  
The fluidic state is attained to in complete surrender. We have come to the end of time as we've 
known it thus far in evolution, and the static structures of time and space are giving way to the one 
moment that stretches out into eternity that is exponential in its change.  Like the pebble dropped 
into the pond causing ripples to emerge from that one moment... the water does not travel in space 
but all is set in motion in place. Surrender is possible in complete knowingness that all is in 
perfection and all that is needed is there in the moment. The new time as the eternal moment 
unfolding in exponential change
is ushered into reality through your surrender. 

Understand that by living the insights and principles of the new reality, your DNA expresses ever 
greater fullness and combinations of the chambers of the Rose, which causes you to comprehend 
the new reality even more deeply. As you live, so eventually you will know. In tandem, what you live 
and express is outpictured in the cosmos—it is taken up by the many angels and angelic gods and 
expressed cosmically so that it outpictures at all levels. In this manner, you act as a micro-level 
pivot point in the cosmos. The more that you embrace your personal evolution as proxy and in glad 
devotion and service to something much larger, the more will you awaken to your inner power and 
noble being. This cannot be done with self-inflation, as the cosmos is hindered by your arrogance. 
This can only be done in highest humility that knows that you are All That Is in alignment with the 
greater Christ self....and are nothing as the false egoic self.  

For those so inspired, it is time to awaken the godself and impact on cosmic evolution....face and 
overcome the fears of the small self, as the greater Kingdom of Heaven awaits your presence and 
engagement. Release all judgment. All that is unexpressed in you is an occlusion of the light. The 
greater the light that shines on the occlusions, the greater the shadows projected in the mirrors. 
The biggest shadows and evils that you judge outside the self, will disappear as you clear the 
occlusions within—the places within you that have remained unexpressed out of fear that arose 
from misunderstanding. Release the fears, release the occlusions, express fully what has been 
unexpressed in you, and you will awaken to wholeness. As you become whole, so the shadows in 
the world dissolve...Moving to the godself, you dissolve the shadows and awaken the new chakras 
that are the faculties to grasp higher awareness and the refined emotions of the new reality. 

The music elixirs are DNA activation—first from Lemurian angels (keepers of the frequency 
component of the DNA), followed by elixirs from the Altlantean angels (associated with the 
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electrical component of DNA).  Statements that capture the elixir's power are also included (they 
appear boldface type).

Listen to each statement while opening to angelic activation within your bodies. Where suggested, 
you may focus on the associated chakras for each activation.  

1- I allow the removal of obsolete programs from the light fibers of my being so that the light can be 
unobstructed in its flow (focus on the Root chakra)

2- I welcome highest clarity and truthful interpretation of all that presents itself as life, that I may 
express highest potential and manifest the fullness of being (focus on the Sacral chakra)

3- I welcome the production of awareness particles that I may stand in ever greater and full 
awareness as co-creator of my life and reality on earth (focus on the Solar Plexus chakra)

I stand in ever greater and full awareness as co-creator and pivot for all of creation.

I welcome awakening from the dream.

I release all programs that create tension and resistance, as these create the mirrors of 
illusion and prevent clear awareness. 

4- I open fully to capacities for the next level of evolution, in devotion and love to the Mother of 
Creation (focus on the Heart chakra)

All that I am and do is consecrated to the glory of the Great Mother of Creation.

I am a dream Child in the Womb of the Great Mother...and I dream creations into my life as 
microcosmic reflections of Her meta-dreams. 

I create in life through love, praise and gratitude, thereby changing life from reflection  
to expression beyond all mirrors.

5- I bring in higher energies into the physical reality that becomes incorruptible through my 
illuminated, surrendered being (focus on the Throat chakra/Thyroid center) 

I bring in higher energies into the physical reality through pulsing states of being with 
refined emotions.  

I embrace higher states of awareness beyond all duality, I enter into refined attitudes of 
exhilaration that see and know all-potential in each moment—this do I translate through 
richly textured feeling in order that my endocrine glands awaken to a higher order of 
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function...eventually to emit the hormones of godhood.

I no longer believe in pain and negative emotions as useful to growth—I release all 
pain from the heart, right brain, the solar plexus, and the braamish chakra (below the 
base of the spine) and no longer broadcast pain into my reality.

I fill my body and heart with Rapture and Hope that sees the magic behind all 
appearances and knows that each moment can yield the miraculous.  

6- I open the door of the pineal gland to receive awareness, and the door of the heart to give 
awareness (focus on the Pineal gland and Forehead center)

• I create virtuosity in expressing the Will and Intent of the Infinite through self-
expression that is informed by clear awareness.

• There is no external world apart from me—all emerges as an interpretive dance with 
the Infinite.

7- I welcome the flow of information between the higher bodies and the four lower bodies (focus 
on the Crown chakra)

• If there is no external, then there can be no internal. The two are made one in me....as 
I dwell in spaceless fluidity expressing space, I live a life of great miracles.

8- I strive for constant awareness of my highest identity as my never ending source (focus on the  
location of the left ovary in women...this is not an ovary chakra as men have this as well)

9- I welcome development of interactive autonomy and sovereignty  (focus on the location of the 
right ovary in women,...same location for men)

10- I welcome connection of bodies of man to the cosmic bodies (focus on the Lahun chakra—the 
halo of the sainted ones...a hand's length above the Crown – imagine it as a growing disk of light)

I welcome profound healing and release all duality that I may heal for the benefit of cosmic 
evolution. As I heal for the cosmos, the cosmos supports me through higher awareness and 
clarity in guidance.

All illusions now dissolve in and through me, healing the fracture of separation from the 
Infinite.

I release all attachment and neediness to belong, which binds me to the illusion of space and 
to linear time. I dwell beyond all identity.
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I welcome activation in the 144 core illuminations of life that lead me beyond all opposition 
and negativity.  The 144 gates of abundant flow are now clearing and opening in my 
meridian system at all levels—all acupuncture points now act as portals to interpreting and 
flowing the Infinite's Intent.

I metamorphose through full DNA awakening and capacities.

I welcome activation of the cognitive Heart Center.

I welcome activation of the Cognitive Stomach Center.

I welcome activation of the medulla and claim sovereignty of the the nervous system.

I welcome healing, activation, harmony and and sovereignty of the twelve cranial nerves and the 
vagus system.

I welcome healing, activation, harmony and sovereignty of the Corpus Callosum.

I welcome activation of the amygdala to higher functioning beyond all fear—all fear imprints are 
released now, and the light shines through me without occlusions.

I welcome magnetic/electrical harmony of the limbic brain, and release of all programs from the 
former dream illusion that is no longer.

I welcome healing, activation, harmony and and sovereignty of the spinal cord and optimal flow 
and rhythm of the cerebrospinal fluid.  I welcome divine wisdom to come to me as revelation 
through my surrendered being.

The spinal column and pranic tube have been separated in man, and it is time that these merge. 
According to ancient records, the magic of humans was lost when this separation occurred and the 
interaction between the prana and the nervous system was lost. There are 75 abilities presently 
dormant in man, that open within the spine when this interaction takes place. According to revelations 
received in 2011, the spinal column is the library of ancient wisdom, and the restoration of proper 
rhythm of the spinal fluid with other systems will allow it to be released on the pranic flow.  The 
following trigger statements for the spine will begin the restoration, and more comprehensive processes 
will be presented to support full restoration.

Focus on your spine on each vertebrae, as you mentally say the following affirmations:
• 1. I am beginningless and endless. (C1)
• 2. I am shadowless. (C2)
• 3. I release all personality. (C3)
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• 4. I awaken to the fullness of my being. (C4)
• 5. I am surrendered to Infinite Intent. (C5)
• 6. The currents of eternity flow through me. (C6)
• 7. I am the one and the many. (C7)
• 8. I am open to receive from myself. (T1)
• 9. I am fulfilled beyond my expectations. (T2)
• 10. I fluidly anticipate abundant existence. (T3)
• 11. I respond to the Intent of the Eternal Being. (T4)
• 12. I see the ever-newness of eternity. (T5)
• 13. I am in complete Oneness through Surrender. (T6)
• 14. I release all need to control outcome. (T7)
• 15. I exist authentically. (T8)
• 16. I am an unfolding work of art. (T9)
• 17. I dwell in the eternal peace of integrated co-operation. (T10)
• 18. I simultaneously observe and participate. (T11)
• 19. I rest in the labor of being. (T12)
• 20. I am the poetic perspective. (L1)
• 21. I delight in the beauty of my being. (L2)
• 22. I find my eternal presence in all. (L3)
• 23. I move through all expressions of existence. (L4)
• 24. I experience fusion through resonance. (L5)

Feel your spinal column, and on the next inhalation and exhalation, feel the breath flowing easily 
along the full length of the spine.

I welcome full and optimal activation and harmony of the brain centers now: reptilian brain, 
limbic, medulla,  neo-cortex, cerebellum, centrum, pons, RAAS (Reticular Alarm Activation 
System).

I welcome profound Stillness of the Mind, that I may live in mindlessness, automatically in full 
alignment with Infinite Intent.

I now claim divinity of godhood in expression.

Kerevesh vrabi unanat harespi uklavi parut.
Arachkla menuvit harashta ubletvavi minuhet usplechve arurat mave

“Cast aside now the need to relate. Experience without self-reflection the 
timeless expression of your being. Seek not yourself without or within, for you 
are nowhere yet everywhere and cannot be found, neither vast nor small, yet 
omnipresent are you..”
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*   *   *   *   *

To be done during the entire meditation, or at the end with more focus. The music will 
continue for 5 minutes to allow time to meditate, contemplate, and/or process through what 
comes up.

Place your left hand over the sigil for fusing light and frequency (below), and allow the release of all  
that you've known about the building blocks of reality thus far, and welcome the new reality 
wherein we are moving to incorruptible matter. Incorruptibility is beyond immortality—it is a state  
wherein nothing can penetrate to lower your state of being, as there is no 'opening'--all can only 
expand through self-inspiration and higher self-awareness. In this state, light and frequency are 
one and light and matter fuse.  This is a state beyond fracture and therefore, beyond the tyranny of 
one substance over another. 

Hand over sigil with focused intent will cause this process to activate in your cells.

*   *   *   *   *
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Attaining to Incorruptibility (fusing Light and Frequency)
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